ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
CLIMATE CHANGE THE
IPCC AND COP21
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Cop 21: Paris Outcome
 The outcome of COP21 was an excellent agreement. What was important
was not what was agreed but was not agreed.

 The agreement gave a set of sound long term global objectives. It asked for
no commitments by any country.

 Major countries either could not get agreement internally e.g. the USA
 Countries were not going to make commitments ASEAN countries, China,
Russia, India, Vietnam, Korea Poland

 They were embarking on major expansions of coal and fossil fuels

 In summary countries were expected to do what was in their best
economic interests
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The cost of adhering to COP 21
 Bjorn Lomborg, President, Copenhagen Consensus Centre and a visiting professor at
Copenhagen Business School estimates

 Global economic cost of $1 trillion to $2 trillion every year from 2030 due to slow
growth and high energy costs.

 It will reduce global temperatures by just 0.21°C.

 The cost for the US, would be $154/172 billion every year in lost GDP.
 Support to disadvantaged countries of $100 billion per annum in climate aid.

 Carbon tax & renewables would cost SA between R35 to R 51 billion pa
 SA’s sacrifices will reduce temperature increases by about 0.0026 C by 2100.

 The Anti-Development Bank: The World Bank's Regressive Energy Policies by the
London-based Global Warming Policy Foundation (GWPF) finds that the World Bank has
abdicated its primary mission of tackling poverty in the developing world.

 Former Treasury adviser Rupert Darwall, By embracing high-cost, low-reliability renewables
and restricting clean coal financing, the World Bank is guilty of “an inhumane and senseless
attempt to try and save the planet on the backs of the world’s poor,”
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The massive environmental cost to the economy



The impact of CO2 is not disastrous but beneficial to the planet. South Africa only emits 1.1% of
the GHG in the world
Wind energy’s has a major impact on birds





Impact of windfarms in SA needs study







In the USA killed 4 birds per MW in USA and 16+ birds per MW in in California.
The Effect of Wind Turbines on Bird Mortality Maeve White November 24, 2016.nConfirmation of an
earlier study by Scott R. Loss, Tom Will, Peter P. Marra entitled “Estimates of bird collision mortality at
wind facilities in the contiguous United States”.
“Strategic environmental assessment for the wind and solar photovoltaic energy in south Africa” (2015)”
(SEA). Nine game reserves and nature reserves and were party to this submission.
Birdlife South Africa, Vulpro and others environmental groups have also objected to ill-considered
windfarm developments and their effects on birdlife. “Objection to Environmental Application for The
Spitskop West Wind Energy Facility, Eastern Cape Prepared by ADS Environmental Consultants.

Aggregated over the full area affected in SA of over 200000 square kilometres by 100000 MW
multiplied by years then the number of birds lost would be at least 400000 pa & over 8 million
over the 20-year life of these windfarms. Many would be large rare birds cranes, vultures, eagles
and migrating birds
Windfarms and batteries contain many toxic substances in both manufacture and disposal. The
regular disposal of waste from 50000 towers and motors and batteries spread over a wide area
have not been recognised or studied. In comparison disposal and closure of coal and nuclear are
relatively simple and confined.
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Environmental damage
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SUMMARY OF COST IMPACTS
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Comparison of the IRP 2016 Base case and Recommended Systems mix
Load
Factor

Energy
Source

%

IRP Base
case
Nominal
MWh

Recommended

IRP Base Case

Recommended

Nominal
MWh

Real
MWh

Real
MWh

Nuclear

90%

20 385

20 385

18 347

18 347

Coal

82%

15 000

37 390

12 300

30 660

Wind

35%

37 400

0

13 090

0

SolarPV

26%

17 600

17 600

4 576

4 576

Gas

-

21 960

12 000

10 980

6 000

OCGT

-

13 332

8 500

800

510

90%

2 500

2 500

2 250

2 250

128 177

98 375

62 342

62 342

Inga
Total
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Risk related True economic LCOE by Technology
Potential Dispatchable Cost

Apparent LCOE R/kWh

Nuclear

New
Coal

Wind

SolarPV

R1.30

R 1.05

R 0.62

R 0.62

90%

82%

35%

26%

Life in years

60 yrs

30 yrs

20 yrs

20 yrs

True Risk related LCOE based COUE at
IRP rates R77.30/kWh

R1.33

R1.10

R2.02

R2.83

Total capital cost per delivered real kwh

R0.17

R0.19

R0.31

R0.31

Average capacity Load factor
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Relative costs of energy sources in China
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Impact of carbon tax renewables and policies
All are taxes on the poor
Cumulative reduction in potential growth & employment by 2035
 Impact of Carbon Tax

 GDP Growth: -4.4% -R200 billion
 Employment: -1.1 million jobs

 Impact of Renewables
 GDP growth: -4.4% R200 billion
 Employment: -1.1 millions

 Impact on Fixed Investment
 GDP growth: -10.0% -R500 billion
 Employment: -2.5 million

 Impact due to coal industry
 GDP growth: -2.5% -R28 billion
 Employment: -162000

 Reduce GDP and employment by 2035
 GDP : –R930 billion
 Employment: -4.7 million
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Other little recognised problems but requiring attention
 South Africa by exporting coal but not using it is effectively subsidising other countries
industrialisation and will become less competitive. Negatively impacts the balance of
payments.
 Users of renewables may pay less for it on delivery but when not available they require
instant supply. This cost is subsidised by others. Additional cost are borne by Eskom
 Eskom is forced to purchase electricity whether this supply is required or not, forcing
more efficient and cheaper power to be wasted whilst having to supply on demand
when there are shortages. These are subsidies.
 The 2017 Annual results show that Eskom paid R83 bn to Independent Power
Producers. Much of this was unnecessary. These costs do not show the other costs
incurred by Eskom to hold additional reserves.
 Experts acknowledge that LCOE is not an appropriate methodology for comparing the
costs of variable and intermittent power. Suppliers of renewable power should
themselves be forced to supply their own back up power.
 Batteries are not suitable for industrial, sectoral or major storage. They are extremely
costly. The Musk 100 MW battery in South Australia costs approx. R1.3 bn for 129Mwh
orR10000/kwh. This will supply a Koeberg size power station for less than 5 minutes or
a 200MW windfarm for less than one hour
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CONCLUSIONS
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The necessity for fossil fuels

 India China Bangladesh Indonesia Russia have major coal and Fossil
Fuel expansion programmes

 COP 21 deliberately requires no commitments so that countries can
decide to do what is in their best interests

 Unless emerging countries that have Fossil Fuels use those FF
resources it will heavily prejudice their future growth and result in
increased unemployment and poverty

 This will detrimentally effect the economic political and social
structures of many emerging nations
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Renewables and the carbon tax are contrary to objectives
They are both taxes on the poor.
 Contrary to political and social objectives





Increases Unemployment
Increases Poverty
Increases Inequity
Reduces Standard of living

 Contrary to stated development policy

 Reduces mineral beneficiation objectives
 The uranium are coal reserves in SA are each valued at over R1 trillion Rand
 The renewable programmes would deprive South Africans of the value and added
value that these commodities bring to the country

 Contrary to stated NGP or NDP

 Reduces economic growth particularly in goods producing sectors

 They are both Taxes on the poor
Energy, Electricity & Employment Growth are the keys to South Africa’s
Future Economic, Social and Political Prosperity, Sustainability, Stability
and Individual Economic Freedom
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Poverty and proven technologies










Economic growth reduces poverty
Proven FF and nuclear reliable technologies
New cleaner FF (HELE) technologies available
Significantly lower LCOE
Focus has been on negative Impacts
Huge positive benefits
 Higher economic growth,
 Improved standard of living
 Better medical care
 Better housing
 Reduced poverty
Poverty is the single highest social cost to society
It is the major externality to consider.
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Energy and electricity the way forward
The objective: Security of supply at competitive costs. Multilevel approach

 Efficiency programmes at industrial and domestic levels
 Developing energy resources with major competitive advantage namely HELE clean coal
and now potentially gas

 Exploration of shale gas and gas as a matter of urgency
 Build 8000MW gas fired power stations initially LNG based with a view to potential
future domestic development of shale and other gas deposits







Build 37000MW new & refurbished coal-fired HELE technology power stations
Proceeding with 6000MW nuclear power stations by 2030 20000MWW by 2050
Major PV Solar usage on all houses and office buildings
Possible major use of PVsolar and solarCSP if economic
Limited but selected usage of renewables:

 Limited Waste Bio mass, Pump storage and hydropower where economic
 Very limited wind at a very few carefully selected sites
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THANK YOU
Rob Jeffrey
Economic Risk Consultant
Email: rob@economicrisk.co.za
Telephone: 082 469 5752

Disclaimer

Disclaimer
Rob Jeffrey obtains information for analyses from sources, which he considers
reliable, but does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the analyses or any
information contained therein. He makes no warranties, expressed or implied, as to
the results obtained by any person or entity from use of its information and analysis,
and makes no warranties or merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. In no
event shall he be liable for direct, indirect or incidental, special or consequential
damages, regardless of whether such damages were foreseen or unforeseen. Rob
Jeffrey shall be indemnified and held harmless from any actions, claims, proceedings,
or liabilities with respect to his information and analysis.
Copyright
Copyright 2017, Rob Jeffrey, Sandton. No portions of any reports, publications or
information produced by the author in whatever form (Electronic, Hardcopy or
otherwise), may be reproduced or published in any manner without their prior written
approval.
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